
What We Do 
Nexidet delivers billing solutions for behavioral health facilities nationwide, providing peace of mind and allowing practitioners to spend 

less time collecting from insurance companies and more time making a difference in their patients’ lives.

Let us focus on your billing so you can focus on the recovery.

We know how frustrating the insurance billing process can be. We are here to help. We are experts in this confusing field, and we can 
identify the most efficient ways to get carriers to pay the maximum amount possible under the behavioral health provisions.

What We Offer 
Working with Nexidet allows you to:

In addition to comprehensive billing solutions, Nexidet also offers live phone answering & scheduling solutions and access to behavioral 

health EHR systems. 

Who We Serve

Testimonials

Our History
For over 20 years, Nexidet has played a key role in the mental health billing field. Owner Wendi Jo Conley founded Nexidet in 1998 to 
assist families with the confusing process of mental health insurance billing for their loved ones. Experiencing a huge demand, she quickly 

brought on a team of experts and increased services to both individuals and clinics. Having an expert in charge of billing provided greater 

efficiency to the treatment centers, allowing practitioners to spend more time caring for each patient. 

We continue to be one of the premier mental health billing companies in the nation. We believe compassion is the key for success in this 

field and we take a devoted interest in every patient’s success.
 

Why hire a 3rd party billing service? 
It’s hard to find good in-house people who understand behavioral health billing. In addition to trouble with accuracy, many practitioners 
find that it can be difficult to keep up with ever-changing regulations and confusing insurance language. Hiring Nexidet solves these 
issues. We are experts in the field of behavioral health billing. Our staff is like an extension of your team – allowing you to have an expert 
on your side. 

Clients 

•  Increase your collected amount

•  Reduce the time you spend on collections

•  Increase time spent helping your patients

•  Improve your bottom line 

•  Have peace of mind

•  Get paid faster

•  Intensive outpatient programs nationwide

•  Partial hospital programs

•  Residential treatment centers, such as centers for substance    

    abuse or eating disorders

•  Private practice behavioral health providers, counselors
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Behavior Health Billing Specialists

Nexidet offers extremely professional, experienced, and 

knowledgeable psychiatric billing services. The staff is 

very kind and responsive with patients. I cannot think of 

a better team than Wendi and the staff.

- Dr. Mamoun – CNS

Nexidet has been my billing company for over 6 years. 

Under Wendi Jo Conley’s leadership, her team continues 

to give us stellar service in this difficult health care envi-
ronment.  Wendi and her team are professional, knowl-

edgeable and always available on a day-to-day basis, 

and continue to work well with our staff. I would highly 

recommend Nexidet to facility owners in our industry.

- Jim Brady, CEO AToN Center


